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FENZI GROUP AT CHINA GLASS 2017 

 

Innovation and high-tech at the Beijing appointment with the world of glass. The Group’s 

most ingenious solutions engineered for the production of IG units, mirrors and superior 

quality decorative glass are sure to be there, along with live demonstrations of digital 

printing on glass and all the latest innovations from Tempver Automotive. 

 

The Fenzi Group participates in China Glass, encouraged by its overwhelmingly positive 

achievements in the Asian market, particularly in the area of warm edge products. Precisely 

because they ensure optimized performance in terms of thermal insulation and ease of 

processing, Fenzi sealants and spacers for IG units, developed by Alu-Pro and Rolltech, are 

extremely popular with local glass professionals. The entire range of Chromatech spacers and 

Thiover and Poliver sealants have become a must for anyone whose aim is to produce high-

efficiency IG window units and systems of superior quality that meet the highest standards, 

essential features in a fiercely competitive market, like the one in China. 

 

Also showcased at China Glass will be the Tempver Automotive line of ceramic paints, a new 

range of glass enamels engineered specifically for the automotive industry that has already 

attracted huge interest in Asia. These paints meet the strictest standards required by carmakers, 

such as optical density or chemical and mechanical resistance, thus enhancing glass 

performance. They come in both water-friendly and solvent-based versions, and are perfectly 

suited to screen and digital printing. 

This breakthrough for automotive glass expands the range of products offered by the Group’s 

Decorative Paints division, positioning Fenzi as a consistently comprehensive supplier across the 

entire glass industry. 

 

A vast area will be set aside for live demonstrations of digital printing on glass that will be a 

highlight at the Group’s stand throughout the four days of the show. Companies specialized in 

decorating glass for the design, architecture, automotive and home appliance sectors will be able 

to see for themselves the precision and the potential of the Tecglass machines. These versatile 

tools are efficient and easy to use, capable of printing any kind of graphic motif, design or 

photographic image with excellent definition and endless special chromatic effects. Embodying 

these features at China Glass is the Vitro Jet F Type model, designed by the Spanish company 

to achieve the utmost in print quality at the fastest speed. 

 

All the Fenzi innovations at China Glass 2017 – May 24-27 - New China International 

Exhibition Center (NCIEC), Beijing, Hall E1 booth 071. 
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